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02  Once you’re happy with your drawing, scan it into your computer and place it 
into Illustrator on its own template layer. Dim the layer to whatever sort of level you 
find comfortable so you get plenty of contrast between the sketch and the lines you’ll 
be drawing. My sketch is also on the disc for you to practise with.

01  First spend 
some time sketching to 
find shapes within your 
chosen letter. Take your 
time – don’t go with the 
first thing you see. 
Sometime the obvious 
answer is the best one, 
but other times it’s worth 
exploring further. In this 
case I’ve used the letter 
‘S’ and, after going 
through several ideas 
(snakes, lizards and a 
dog), I’ve settled on a 
swan. I chose this 
because the long neck 
presented the chance for 
elegant curves. You can 
find recognisable shapes 
in most letters if you look 
at them long enough!

03  Create a new layer so you can draw on top of your sketch. Drawing perfect 
circles in Illustrator is difficult, so in order to make my curves as smooth as possible 
I look for areas in the image where I can use the Ellipse tool (L) to make large areas of 
the curve for me. Draw in as many as you can so that you can keep a real consistency 
of line throughout the image.

Illustrator and 
Photoshop CS3 or later

Explore 
illustrative 
typography 

Pictorial type is now 
more popular than ever. 
Steven Bonner shows 
how to bring your own 
approach to it
 Pictorial type has made a massive impact on the 
creative industry over the last few years, and some amazing work 
has come from people like Alex Trochut, Vanila BCN and Luke 
Lucas. Personally, I try to blur the line between illustration and 
typography, and enjoy the unexpected images that can come from 
looking for something familiar in the shapes of individual letters.

In this tutorial, I’ll encourage you to seek out recognisable 
shapes (in this case, a swan) within letters and create images from 
them, by sketching then taking your ideas through to a finished 
piece in Illustrator and Photoshop. We’ll use basic tools to create 
natural curves, gradients and texture, which when combined give 
the finished piece an airbrushed feel.
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On the disc  
Steve Bonner’s 
sketch relating to 
this tutorial can 
be found in 
DiscContents\
Resources\Type

Time needed  
4-5 hours

Skills
   Effective use 

of Illustrator’s 
Pen and 
Shape tools

   Cutting and 
joining paths

   Combining 
Illustrator and 
Photoshop for 
smooth 
gradients
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08  Once the basic outline of the swan is complete, it’s time to move on to the 
next stage. Create a new layer for gradient areas then follow the same process as 
before to draw in areas of shadow. We’re assuming that the light source is top-right in 
this image, but don’t be too rigid as sometimes areas that are technically wrong are 
visually right! One tip when drawing your gradient areas is to copy the body path and 
cut it as you did the circles, so your outer-edge paths overlap exactly and you can 
simply draw in the rest.

09  After all your gradient areas are complete, it’s time to 
start laying down basic colour so we can start to define areas 
more. Firstly, add in a background colour layer. Working in 
CMYK, I choose C=28 and Y=7. I colour my basic swan shape 
C=10 and Y=7 to match tonally, then use a soft gradient on 
each highlight from C=5, Y=7, K=10 out to the base swan colour. 
Make sure the angles and degrees reflect the light source.

06  You’ll find that most of the path won’t join up into perfect transitions, so 
again use the Direct Selection tool (A) to move the anchors and handles into position 
to remove any ugly curves. At this point you may also find it helps to add or remove 
anchors too using the Add Point tool (+) or the Remove Point tool (-). Some people 
prefer the control that lots of anchor points gives them, but I personally prefer to use 
only as many as I need to complete a shape.

07  Once I’ve completed the basic outline of my shape, I 
do the same for the swan’s beak. I draw a rough beak shape, 
then copy the body outline. I paste it in front (Ctrl/Cmd+F) then 
use the Pathfinder tool to subtract the body from the shape, 
leaving a perfectly fitting beak shape.
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05  Now start to connect all your lines together smoothly by using the Direct 
Selection tool (A) to select the appropriate anchor points, and the Pen tool (P) to 
extend and connect them. A little tip here is never to simply click on an anchor point 
with the Pen tool, but click-and-drag to ensure that the anchor point you create has 
editable handles, making the smoothing of curves easier.

04  Once I’ve drawn my circles, I use the Scissors tool (C) 
to cut the paths where the curve will need to transition into 
another line.
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12  Now to draw the liquid dripping from the swan’s beak. For the long drip, I use 
the same technique as before by drawing a circle, cutting it where it will meet the long 
section, and then connecting everything up. Remember once again to click-and-drag 
your points to keep usable handles, and so keep control over the path. The drips on the 
floor are made by drawing circles with the Ellipse tool (L), selecting the bottom point 
and nudging it up a few notches. Once again, I connect them with the Pen tool 
technique detailed in Step 5.

13  Now the vector part is complete, create a new 
document in Photoshop and paste each Illustrator group 
into its own layer. Use the Magic Wand tool (W) to select 
each gradient, then create a new layer on top to paint in 
soft gradients. Use a large, soft brush (B) to paint just 
outside of the selection – the gradient will be softer and 
more controllable this way.

10  As swans can have a lovely yellowish tinge on their head and neck, I choose 
to reflect this in this image. Using the same technique as before, this time I create a 
new gradient on the head and neck, colouring them using a gradient from M=10 and 
Y=100 to the swan base colour, and set the transparency to 50 per cent. Again, take 
the light source into consideration when setting your angles.

14  I do the same for the other elements – the neck, the 
head, the beak and the liquid drips – aiming for subtle tones to 
give the impression of airbrushed perfection. You can use 
Levels (Ctrl/Cmd+L) to alter the depth of tones on the gradients 
and lighten them up until they match the piece. I never paint in 
the final colour I’ve chosen, as it distracts me. I paint in black 
then change it later by locking the pixels and filling.

11  We now want to soften the edges of the gradients. 
Add another layer for your highlights and draw lines along the 
right-hand edge of each gradient area. To keep everything 
precise, you can once again use the Copy-Paste-Scissors tool 
technique to use the paths you’ve already drawn. Blur these 
lines slightly to soften them, and set the stroke to white.

15  Finally, paint a soft 
shadow underneath all the 
layers to ground the piece and 
use the noise filter (Filter> 
Noise>Add Noise) on a low 
setting to add a little texture 
and enhance the airbrushed 
feel. I’ve chosen to use it 
sparingly on just the gradient 
layers to keep an element of 
gloss to the piece, but you can 
experiment with it however you 
like in order to get a variety of 
different results.
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